Abstract. If z is a chain recurrent point of a C planar flow, all of whose fixed points are hyperbolic, then it is proved that the orbit through z becomes periodic under a perturbation that is C small in the Whitney topology.
Introduction
Let tp be a flow on M, a metric space. The forward orbit of p £ M under <p is O+(p) = {tptp:t>0}.
There are several natural ways to extend 0+, <p-invariantly. The simplest is to form 0+(» = 0+(p) u co (p) where co(p) is the «y-limit set of p, co(p) = {x £ M : <pt"(P) -* x for some /" -> oo}.
Thus, 0+(p) is the closure of 0+(p). Although oe(p) is closed and tpinvariant, there may be points q near it which tend to new limits. This leads one to define the first prolongation of 0+(p) as Pl(p) = 0+(p)UJl(p), J\(P) -{y £ M: <Pt"(xn) -* y for some /" -> oo and x" -» x}.
Repeating the process transfinitely, with neighborhood closure at limit ordinals, leads to the ultimate prolongation of 0+(p): T P(p) = 0+(p) u (J Ja(p) = \JPa(p) a a where a ranges through all ordinals. See Bhatia and Szegö (1970) for details. Correspondingly we write J(p) = (JQ J<*(p) ■ If Af is separable then it turns out that some countable ordinal ß = ß(tp) suffices, that is Pa(p) = Pß(p) for all a > ß.
Surprisingly, a more general extension 0+(p) exists based on the concept of (e, F)-chains.
Definitions. An orbit segment of <p is a set {tptx: 0 < / < t} for some z > 0. We denote it by [x, y] where y = q>x{x). Its duration is t. An (e, T)-chain from p to q is a finite collection F of orbit segments [xi, yi] , ... , [x",yn] each of duration > T such that d(y¡, x¡+i) < e, 0 < /' < n , where we understand p = yo and q = xn+i. See (,£>) for all e, T > 0, there exists an (e, T)-chain from p to q} .
{q £ M:
If M is not compact then the e and T above should be thought of as positive continuous functions defined on M. They are "local constants". An (e, 7")-chain is a finite collection of orbit segments, as before, satisfying (a) [Xj, y¡] has duration > T(x¡), 1 < /' < n ; (b) d(yi,xi+i) <e(y¡), 0 < i < n .
Note. Nitecki (1978) How much do these recurrences coincide? The Closing Lemma may be viewed as an attempt to force coincidence by approximation:
(«-recurrent points and 7i recurrent points become periodic after a perturbation of the dynamics. See Pugh (1967a, and b) respectively. The Closing Lemma for more general recurrence has not met with success, although in Pugh (1984) , an example is given to show that the J2 Closing Lemma is false on noncompact surfaces, and in Pugh (1975) there is an example against C2-double closing of .^-recurrence on the 2-torus. Here we verify the Closing Lemma for some planar chain recurrence.
1.1. Theorem. Suppose X is a C vectorfield on an open subset M of S2, I < r < oo, X generates a flow tp, and z £ M is chain recurrent. Suppose all the fixed points of tp are hyperbolic. If % is a neighborhood of X in the C Whitney topology then %f contains a field Y for which z is periodic.
See §5 for the proof of this theorem.
Remarks. S2 minus a point is R2 so the theorem applies to flows on R2.
The assumption about hyperbolic fixed points reflects our inability to solve the following.
Local singular connecting problem. Let p be an isolated fixed point of the smooth flow tp on R2. Suppose co(x) = p = a(y) for some points x, y ^ p . Can tp be Cr perturbed to put x,y on the same trajectory"! If p is hyperbolic then the answer is "yes"; see Figure 1 .2. In some other cases (Figure 1. 3) the answer is also "yes", but in general the problem may be hard.
The Whitney topology
If M is a compact manifold, it is natural to topologize the space of C tangent vector fields on M, Sfr(M), with the C-uniform topology. When M is no longer compact, such as M = R2, one uses the Whitney topology. It can be defined in several equivalent ways, one of which is the following. Note that the definition we give is simpler than the usual one which involves coordinate coverings.
First take the case that M is Euclidean space, M = R" . If e is a positive continuous function on R" and X £ Sfr(Rn) then we set JC(X) = {Y £ jrr(R"): for all x £ R" ,
These JÇ(X) are a neighborhood base at X for the C Whitney topology on <rr(R").
Next take the case that M is a general smooth m-manifold. The meaning of ||/)r(^ -X)\\ becomes a problem which we bypass by choosing Proof. Suppose M = R" . Since ^(X) is defined pointwise, it is clear that it has the above property. If M <-» R" then %?r(M) inherits this property from Sfr(Rn) under <?-pullback. D
Flowboxes and lift
To quantify the perturbations we use for the Closing Lemma, we introduce flowboxes in a uniform way.
Let tp be a C flow on a manifold Mm. We assume M equipped with some fixed smooth Riemann structure. As standing notation we call M0 the set of regular points of tp , Mo = {x £ M: x is not a fixed point of tp}.
Choose and fix a smooth (m -1) plane bundle over Mo complementary to X, n © span(^) = TM0.
For any x £ Mo, there exists v > 0 such that the map 
Quasiorbits
A C curve X(t) in M is an e-quasiorbit of X if \X'(t) -X(X(t))\ < e for all / where X is defined. In other words, it is an e-approximate solution of the differential equation x' = X(x). When M is noncompact it is natural to replace the constant e with a positive continuous function e(x). Then we require \X'(t) -X(X(t))\ < e(X(t)).
In Nitecki (1978) it is shown that a point z is chain recurrent if and only if for every positive continuous function e > 0 on M there exists a periodic e-quasiorbit through z.
4.1. Global Replacement Lemma. Suppose that the fixed points of the X-flow on M2 are hyperbolic, therefore countable in number, say Pi, p2, ... and z is a chain recurrent point, z £ Mo ■ Then there is a neighborhood V of {/?,} such that if e : M -► [0, oo) is a given continuous function, positive on M\V, then there is a periodic e-quasiorbit X through z. Moreover X is a simple closed curve.
Remark. We permit e = 0 on V. Then X n V consists of true X-trajectory arcs.
4.2. Local Replacement Lemma. Suppose p is a hyperbolic fixed point for a flow tp in R2 and U is a neighborhood of p on which tp is linearizable. Let N c U be a small neighborhood of p and let T± , T± be transversals to Ws(p), Wu(p) as shown in Figure 4 .1. Then, for every e > 0 there exists ô > 0 such that any S-quasiorbit a from T to T* in U can be replaced by an e-quasiorbit X from T to T* in U such that Let a be a ¿-quasiorbit from z £ T to z* £ T* in U. When ô is small, the parts of a outside N are nearly trajectory arcs in the Cx sense. Near p , a may be quite twisted, because the angle between X and a' may be large when X and \X -o'\ are small. Suppose z £ T+, z* £ T*. According to Appendix 2, we may replace a with a çj-arc Xq from F+ to F+ (necessarily in the first quadrant) together with ¿-quasiorbits across F+, F* as shown. See The heavy line is the ç>-arc Xo from F+ to F I. The dotted line in F+ is an e-quasiorbit X+ joining Xq to the incoming part of o, while X\ is a similar e-quasiorbit in F*.
Consider a n F+ . It is either in the first quadrant or nearly so, because otherwise a could not reach T$ .
Thus, for small ô , an e-quasiorbit X+ exists as asserted; similarly X*+ . According to Nitecki's Lemma there is a periodic <5-quasiorbit a through the chain recurrent point z . By Lemma 4.2 it can be replaced by an e-quasiorbit X whose intersection with yV consists of true X-trajectory arcs. By a slight change we assume these X-trajectory arcs are distinct and X is an immersed curve with generic self intersection. The self intersection points are finite in number and occur outside N. Cancelling extraneous loops and rounding off corners in the standard way, X becomes a smooth simple e-quasiorbit through z as asserted. Remark. In the proof of the Closing Lemma given below, we perturb X in a sequence of flowboxes along a periodic e-quasiorbit through z . This resembles the box-chain construction in Peixoto (1988) . The point to keep in mind is "does the perturbation act only one time on the periodic orbit being produced?"
Proof of the Closing Lemma (Theorem 1.1). Recall that we are given a Cr tangent vector field X on M, M is an open subset of S2, í¿ is a given neighborhood of X in the C Whitney topology, r > 1, and z is a nonfixed chain recurrent point of the X-ñov/. The fixed points of X are assumed to be hyperbolic. We want to find Y £ %f with a periodic orbit through z .
Step 1. By the construction in §3 we determine the flowbox radius function v . It is positive and continuous on Mo , the set of nonfixed points.
Step 2. By Lemma 5.1 we determine positive continuous functions oe, p, £n on Mo.
Step 3. From hyperbolicity of the fixed points we use Proposition 4.1 to determine a suitably small neighborhood V of the fixed point set.
Step 4. From f¿, p, oe we use the Lift Lemma 3.1 to determine a small enough c: A/n -> (0, 1]. Besides, we require c to be so small that on the ¿•-central portion of any F^ , cF^ , with x £ Mo, the following property holds: Step 5. Choose e: M -► [0, 1] as follows. We require that e is continuous, identically zero on V, positive off V, and e < £n everywhere. Also we require e to be so small that Step 6. Using this choice of e and Proposition 4.1, we determine a smooth simple closed curve X which is a periodic e-quasiorbit through z. In V, X Step 1. Starting at z = z0, we cover X with co-sized flowboxes as follows. By (f), we know that X exits the right-hand edge of F™ in the c-central portion, say at u0. Choose z» e X slightly beyond «o so that XnF™ includes «o in its interior. Repeat the construction beyond the point Mi where XnF™ exits F™ . Since X is compact, contained in A/n and oj is continuous, oe is bounded away from zero on X and we eventually get a finite, indexed cover F™, ... , F™_i of X. We set z" = z0 and write indices cyclically. We call z,, center points. See Step 8. We need to say a little more about the configuration of these boxes. Consider F?., F® . They lie in F£ by construction. The part of cF^ between F£ and Fz^+1 is a rectangle R¡, by (d). (If i ^ n -1, /?, is contained in F¡f, but for i = n -\, all we can say is that /?, is part of the convex hull of Fzí U FzM.) Suppose F^ meets R¡. By (c) X n F^ is part of an arc stretching all the way across F^. But X meets F". in a unique arc, namely the one containing z,. Therefore Zj lies on this arc. Since F^ meets R¡, we see by (e) that Zj lies between z, and zi+1 on A, a contradiction. Therefore, Above and in Nitecki (1978) one uses (e, F)-chains on noncompact manifolds with e a function but T a constant. Here we show that the natural definition in which T also is a function leads to the same chain extensions and chain limit sets.
Let tp be a flow on the metric space M. An orbit segment of tp is a set {tpt(x) ; 0 < / < t} which we denote by [x, y] , y = tpT(x). An (e, T)-chain from p to q is a finite union of orbit segments etc. Thus, the total duration of the first «■ orbit segments is Tx = T(p), the total duration of the next n2 -«i is T2 = T(yn¡), and so on. Since T > 2 and t, £ [1,2] it is always possible to choose «i < n2 < ■ ■ ■ < «# < n with these properties, K > 1 being the last choice. The final n -«^ orbit segments have total duration TK+i < T(y"K) and so we combine them with the preceding «a--«a:-i durations as Ik = 51 *' = TK + TK+i- It is not hard to see that the property of hyperbolicity of fixed points we used was:
(H) p has a neighborhood ;V such that every e-quasiorbit in ./V can be ¿-shadowed by a single ^-orbit-segment and ¿5 -+ 0 uniformly as e -► 0.
For conciseness we say p is singly 6-shadowable. It is easy to see that hyperbolic fixed points have property H. So does the fixed point of The e-qur-siorbit along E followed by E' is not singly <5-shadowable. Thus, there are no elliptic sectors at p. All the sectors are hyperbolic or parabolic, and none of them has any elliptic parts. They are pure.
If p has a hyperbolic sector H and also a parabolic sector P, say positive, then an e-quasiorbit along an interior base-solution in P joined to the negative base solution of H by a C1 curve cannot be singly ¿»-shadowed. See Figure   2 (b).
Therefore, if p is not a rotation point then all its sectors are pure parabolic or all are pure hyperbolic. In the former case, p is a source or sink. In the latter case the number nn of hyperbolic sectors is even because of the Poincaré Index Formula (Hartman (1964) ). If nn = 2 then tp is topologically equivalent to (*). If nn = 4, it is a hyperbolic saddle. If nh > 6 then an e-quasiorbit along a positive base-solution (separatrix) joined to a nonadjacent negative base solution by a C1 curve is not singly ¿-shadowable. Consequently, p obeys (a), (b), or is a rotation point, the case we now analyse.
Rotation points p are encircled by arbitrarily small closed orbits. Let S be the set of all closed orbits near p. The set S contains no annulus A of closed orbits because there would exist e-quasiorbits which are nearly dense in A . They would be singly unshadowable. Similarly an e-quasiorbit along an ingoing spiral to a semistable closed orbit followed by an outgoing spiral (joined by a C1 curve) is singly unshadowable.
Thus, the complement to 5 U {p} near p consists of a countable number of bands of nonperiodic orbits. By Poincaré Bendixson theory, all the points of such a band B have the same ry-limit set, one of the two boundary curves of B, and all the points have the other boundary curve as their a-limit set. Say that B is inward if w(x) is inside a(x) for all x £ B and outward if the opposite. Figure 3 If between two inward bands Bi and B2 there are only inward bands then there exist e-quasiorbits marching forever inward from 5> through B2 which are singly unshadowable. This is the semistable contradiction again.
Thus property H implies (a), (b), or (c). The converse is easily verified and left to the reader. □
